
                                                                                 
 
 

 

Dear Parent, 

Congratulations! Your scholar has been selected to attend BellXcel remote. This 5-week 
online summer program includes both academic and enriching components, as well as 
service projects and virtual field trips. After spending the summer with us as a power 
scholar you can expect your son/daughter to boost grade-level reading skills and build 
essential mathematical foundations to better prepare them to enter school in the fall.  

BellXcel, in partnership with Scholastic Education, a global leader in literacy solutions, 
introduce an all-in-one bundle that brings the classroom experience into the home.  

BellXcel Remote provides all of the tools and resources to design, organize, implement, 
and assess a remote classroom environment with a strong social emotional learning 
approach. It blends print and optional digital components to address a range of 
technology scenarios. 

Scholars will check into the academic portion of the day where small group literacy, 
STEM and math instruction are led by certified teachers. Using computer adaptive 
assessments and differentiated instruction methods each individual scholars learning 
needs are met. After lunch, scholars continue to build on fundamentals learned in the 
morning through fun, hands-on, enriching activities that include STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering & Math), art, lifeskills, physical education, music and 
performing arts. Fridays are reserved for virtual field trips. 

BellXcel 2020, tentatively running from June 29- July 31st.  If for any reason we start 
on July 6th, the program will end on August 7th. It is sure to be a hit with your scholar. 
We believe attendance is very important to fully benefit from this program. We reward 
students who meet the 85% attendance goal. Spaces will be first come first serve and 
registration will fill up quickly.    

Again congratulations and we look forward to a very successful summer! 

Regards, 

 

 

Melody Santiago      Cristina De Araujo 
Association Director of Child Development  Site Coordinator 


